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DESCRIPTION
Ad Type:
Posted on:

Offered
15/01/2021, 03:17

DESCRIPTION
Full Description:
Domestic gas engineer vacancies available to join an established but growing business.
Working on installations as part of the ECO grant scheme consisting of combi swaps,
conversions and full heating system installations. Some work on air source / ground source
heat pumps currently available but will increase overtime (training provided).Candidates with
ANY experience working on heat pumps / renewables are welcomed and further training will be
offered. All candidates must be fully ACS qualified with no more than 6 points on driving
licence.Overview:• Domestic gas engineer - installations• Permanent or contract available •
Permanent pay - £35,000 per annum + overtime + ALL travel paid + bonus + scraps £(Apply
online only) + van + iPad / iPhone (OTE £45K)• Contract pay - £350 combi to combi, £(Apply
online only) conversions - Can work as many days you like per week but would need to agree
jobs 2 weeks prior to attendance • Secure long-term workOpportunity to move with the times
and work on air source / ground source heat pumps Duties - Domestic gas engineer:•
Installations of domestic heating systems and boilers (Combi - Combi, conversions)Working
on a variety of domestic contractsIdeal candidate - Domestic gas engineer:• Must be gas /
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ACS qualified• Basic plumbing knowledgeTake pride in work and be customer facingBenefits:•
Competitive pay, overtime and all travel paid• Company van and mobile• Secure long term
work• Pension 5%• Death in service X3 annual salary• Fuel cardIf you are interested in the role
of domestic gas engineer click apply now. Alternatively, for more detail, call Gemma Kirkham
on (phone number removed) Ad Posted: 07/Jan/21: Location: Liverpool, Lancashire, United
Kingdom: Salary (approx): £35,000 - £45,000 per Annum: Job Type: Permanent: Experience:
Not Specified: Languages Required: English: Reference: 1053377706:

